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APPLICATION OF SMALL-SCALE, MOVABLE~EED RIVER MODELS TO 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT STUDIES OF THE MIDDLE MISSISSIPPI 
RIVER AT THE UNITED STATES · WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION 
SYNOPSIS 
Thie paper deals primarily with the uee of 
emall-scale · models in the study of plans for improving 
t'he channel for navigation in several reaches of the 
Middle Mississippi River. However, it . was considered 
expedient to ibelude a discussion of hydraulic model 
exp,erimentation in general before dealing with specific 
cases, in order that the reader might obtain the greatest 
posEible satisfaction from the discussion. 
The fir et part of this paper includes: a 
discussion of' the theorr of !DOdele, v,herein the value and 
utility of :node le are demonstrated; the application of 
models to hydraulic problems, including the reouiremente 
for a :nodel to be used in hydraulic studies; a brief reewne 
of the laws of similitude, which insure the transferability 
of model results to the prototype; and a description of the 
agencies which conduct model ~studies of hydraulic problems. 
The next part of thie paper ie a dePcription of the United 
S tatee ·Waterways Experiment Station, the principal agency 
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fa:r the solution of hydraulic problems arising in river 
and: harbor _engineering; this description includes a brief 
Q;ut.line of the ~rigin, growth, aime and purposes, organiza-
tion, and manner of functioning of the Station and is 
folla.wed 'by a few comments ori the various types of studies 
which have been conducted at · the Station. The third sect~ 
ion of this pa.per q.eale with the meehaniee of a · model etud;,r, 
enum€ra.ting the various steps followed in conducting a 
model study at the Station; this diecuse~on ie necessary 
in order that the manner of attacking and solving a problem 
can be more readily understood. The fourth part of this 
paper takes up the physical chara.cterietiee of the Middle 
Mieeieeippi River, establishing a general back-ground for 
the eubee~uent dee·eriptions of . certain troublesome reaches. 
Following this, specific troublesome areas are described; 
in . each case the discussion includes an analysis of the 
p·roblem in the prototype, a description of the model built 
to .study thie problem, an a.c·count o,f the results of model 
experiments·, a.nd, for those exp-erimente which have been 
completed, an interpretation of the application of the 
madelrreeults to the prototype·. The sixth part of this 
paper goes into more detai 1 in regard to the study of one 
of the troubleso!lle areae, in order that the ecope and 
eignifica.nce of ,a model study can be more thoroughly under- · 
-2-
stood." ··The· cloeing paragre.pha of the -p_aper a.re a recs.pi tu- . 
lation of t~e prec·eeding discussion· dealing witl'i" the applica-· . 
tion of small-seale models to problems o~ the Middle 
Mississippi River, and include~ an .evaluation of the results -
obtained from these model studies. 
-~ 
APPLICATION OF SMALL-SCALE,, MOVABLE-BED RIVER MODELS TO 
CHA"NNEL IMPROVEME:NT· STUDIES OF THE MIDDLE MISSISSIPPI 
RIVER AT THE UNITED STATES WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION 
I INTRODUJTION 
The Theory o.f Models 
Within the past few years the use of small-sea.le 
models has become widespread in all branches of engineering. 
and today such models a.re recognized ae e.n invaluable aid 
in the solution of problems encountered in the design, con-
struction. and.operation of modern engineering etructures. 
·In fact~ in ·many cases models are able to provide accurate 
and useful i'nforme.tion not to be obtained by any other prac-
tical means. Altha.ugh the earlier models were rather crude 
affairs,. serving only to provide the third dimension for 
purpo.see of visualization,, the preeent-de.y models incorpo-
rate scientific precision in plan and workmanship, and are 
capable o,f yielding very accurate results. 
What ie the value o,f a model'l There are many 
answers to thie question. Models have been used to, verify 
or disprove old theo·ries. resulting in refinements and 
corrections to ideas previously accepted with complacence 
~s indubitably correct. They have tested the validity or 
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new theories., proving or disproving" thei'l" worth with 
-· 
accuracy. efficiency., -and economy. They have provided 
negat-i ve results in many cases., by showing _what. things 
could ~ be done·. They haYe yielded results not obtai_n~ 
able ·t;;y ·mathematical formul.ae or other rational means. 
. . . 
Consideration of the economies to be e.ffected through the 
use of models is sufficient to establish proof of their · 
value •. 
Wha~ prGblems are most readily susceptible of 
solution by model studied There is an almost universal 
application for model studies in the field or engineering. 
. . . o.-,,., J ~ fv.,;J,~ 
Aero·nautice1'w9_uld be -lost without its wind tunnels and 
towing tanks wherein lift and drag, control character-
istics, and t ·,ake~ff behavior O,f model planes built to 
llMdW~, · 
new designs are determined or cheeked~ Moder~ bridges 
have benefited greatly through the study of models built 
prior to actual eonetruct~on. Little was known concern-
ing wind-pressures on sky-scrapers becau·ee of the · 
difficulty of making Gbeervatione of the aetual _buildinge. 
but many- data have now been determined with appropriate 
model studies·. Rubber dame impounding quicksilver lakes . 
furnish a reliable check on the correctness of designs 
·for new dame. Small-scale models of sections of the 
-5-
Miesi.eeippi River furnish a means of determining the beet 
system o,f regulating works befo,re proceeding wit~ costly 
full-scale work on the river itself. · These are only a few 
of the pro:·blems euceeefully solved through the uee of emall-
ecale mcide ls. 
The adaptability o·f hydraulic problems to model 
etudy is readily apparent • . In fact, some of the earliest 
accurate model studies were made in this field, and today 
it ie one of the leading expa:nente of this science. It is 
the purpose of this paper to deal with the application 
of model studies to certain problems in the field of 
hydraulic engineering. 
The .Application of Mode le to Hydraulic Problems. 
What hydraulic studies can be made by rueane of 
models? Almoet any of the theories of hydraulics ean be 
demonstrated, teated, and checked by means of models. 
Many designs involving hydra~lic features can be tested 
with models in a most satisfactory manner. For exampl~, 
the design of baffles for the apron of a dam can be checked 
for stilling action. or the effic·acy of the out let works 
can be ~xamined. The effects Gf groins and jetties on 
beach erosion can be readily- investigated, ·and the effective-
ness of proposed training works or corrective dredging 
-6-
can be determined • . The effect . of . cut.-.offe on ·crest water-
eurface p~ofi le.a and backwater areas can be measured, <;>.r .. 
observed' f'l:ow-linea can be compared .with computed ,linee~ 
In fa.ct, almost any feature of' .. the behavior of water can 
be demorietrat·.ed and investigated. 
What is required .of a model .to be used for 
hydr.aulic studies eueh ae thoe·e · enumerated above'l · 'The 
model must be capable or· providing accurate -results 
which can be applied rea.dily to the prototype, but which 
results coul.d not be o.btained as accurately from pract-
. ical etudy on the prototype itself' or in any simpler 
manner than. by means of a model etudy. It ie obvious 
that experiment's on . the actual -prot·otype in such ca.see 
ae 'those outli~ed above are out of the question, for 
mistak~e eimply ·could not be countenanced in such works 
when the elements · o·r time, moneyl! arid· disaetroue · effe.cte 
of incorrect. design .are c'one'idered. i~ ie equally true 
that there .is no other such emine~tly satisfactory manner 
of dealing ·with hydraulic··:probleme. as ie furnished by a 
model et.udy. Mathematical formulae, natural laws, and 
past · experiences can n~t be r 'elied on to provide accurate 
data in regard to the· correctness of designs and princi-
ples involved in any speci~c hydraulic.problem, for no 
twn problems are identical, and. unpredictable· influences 
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which are to be discovered only through the medium of a 
model study- can not · be properly investigated and evaluat-
ed except by such means. The only remaining reouirement 
is that the model provide accurate reeulte capable of 
transference to the prototype •.. Thie reruieite ie dealt 
Ylith through the la.we of similitude. 
The Lawe. of S'imilitude 
Similitude implies, but does not denote, exact 
mathematical relationships. Ae a · matter of fact, exact 
mathematical similitude can not be obtained in the types 
o,f models to be discussed herein,. nor is it necessary. 
The laws of similitude as considered in this paper will 
refer only to the principles which insure the transfer-
ability of model results to the prototype. 
Geometric similitude, dealing with linear 
d-imeneione on the model _and prototype, ie the letgical 
starting point for a discussion of _similitude. The 
ratio of any length on a m?del to the corresponding 
length on its prototype is the measure of geometric 
similitude. For e~ample, if the length of a. certain 
horizontal line ( or distance) on the model be noted as 
Lm and the length of the corresponding line on the 
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prat.atyp,e . be. noted as Ln, then the ho·rizontal ( length) 
scale of the model (f) may he written as: 
Ln 
(In the notation used above,. . anc;I. in all · subsequent nota• 
ticms, upp-er-eaee letters refer to ·actual measurements on 
the model or pr~otyp,e, lower~case letters refer to ratios 
or :rneasuree 0,f eimfli tude,, and the subscripts · m and n 
refer. reep:ectively, to· model and prototype measurements. 
The -vertical .('depth) . scale can be expressed in 
similar manner;. thusa 
d = Dm 
-nn ·-
In the case or structural models the horizontal scale and 
depth scale are usually the same~ but in most river models 
these scales are not the same; this will be discussed in 
mo,re' detail in a follo·wing paragraph. 
The mathematical relations o,f other essential 
scales (redueed to their simplest expreeeions) may be 
noted aa ·f~ll())We: 
Area scale,,. 
Slope e cale, 




Discharge .scale, q =ax v . 
Similar scale_ relations could be· written for the more 
complex ouantitiee. However, ouantitiee would soon be 
arrived at, which, al thqugh a scale . ratio could be . · 
written, could not be reduced or increased in the model 
in accordance· with their exprees~.d rat ioe. Such ouant ities 
include density, viscosity, and eurfaee tension of fluids; 
size, shape, . cohesion, and density of solid materials; 
and gravitr, friction, barometr°lc pressure, etc. For a 
nU!nber of reasons, theee items can not be reduced to 
scal_e and ~herefore the element of distortion is introdu·e-
ed, resulting in a . model which is not in true geometric 
eimi litude. 
An additional distortion is a~moet invariably 
included in the design of a model of a 'river of anv size, 
and later compensated for·; this is a difference between 
the vertical ( depth) scale and the horizontal ( length) 
scale~- Thh distortion of linear scales is necessary in 
order to pro'Yide satisfactory depths without excessive widths 
( since most large ri vere are· usually relatively wide and 
shallow), thus meeting the basic rer.uirernent that t ·urbulent 
flow must exist in the model. The b~eic re~uirement juet 
referred to (turbulent flow) ie one of the re~uiremente or 
dynamic similitude. -Dynamic similitude 1e that similitude 
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which recuiree that corresponding particles · in the 
prototype and in the model follow the same geometric 
paths in _ corresponding· intervals of time ae the _result 
of forces acting in a definite ratio. For the purposes of 
hydraulic models, dynamic· similitude is satisfied when 
the same character a.f flow ( lamine.r, turbulent, or shoot-
ing) exists· in the mod~l as in the prototype, and when 
the movement of particl_ee in the mode~ ie ei!llilar to 
that in the prototype; . when these re('!uirements are met, 
there will be hydraulic similitude between the model and 
prototype and the-results will be readily transferable 
from model to p·rototype. 
Su:nmary of Application of Models to Hydraulic Problems 
The preceding paragraphs have demonstrated in a 
brief way the value of models, the great poesicilitiee 
.for the uee of emall~scale models in hydraulic engineering, 
and the manner in which such models .are able to provide 
accurate results readily transferable to the prototype. 
As a matter of fact, the uee of models in hydraulic 
engineering has now become eo universally accepted ae to 
be considered indispensable, and no important hydraulic 
atructuria are undertaken today without thorough preliminary 
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inveetigetion through the medium of small-scale models. 
Thie naturally brings up the ~ueetione: Where, 
by whom, and how, are such model studies conducted? 'The 
majority of the problems of hydraulic engineering in this 
country are met in the _ regulation ··and improvement of the 
rivers and harbors of the country, a task assigned to 
the War Depar·tment, and .in other allied fields, which 
means that the _Army _Engineers are the largest group seek-
ing solutions to such problems. _ This, in turn, ~eans that 
whatever experimental agency is employed in solving such 
problems will be under the supervision of the ~orpe of 
Engineers. Model et udiee came into general use in the 
C'orpe of Engineera..in 1929, and since that time the engi-
neers have carried on their studies at several permanent 
government laboratories, supplemented by a number of 
-t _emporary laboratories and by work _submitted to university 
laboratories. The use of various laboratories is the 
result of the diverse location of the projects and the 
need ro·r having the laborator_ies at the site of the work, 
due to t'he emergency nature of the studies. However, 
most tof the. studies have been a.eeign~d to one or the 
other of· two of the permanent _ laboratories of the Corpe 
of Engineers, and about 80% of the studies have been 
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made at one of these two; this laboratory is known as the 
United States Waterways Experiment Station, and is located 
at Vickebu~g,Missiesippi. 
-1}-
.II THE UNITED STATES WATERWAYS E·XPERIMENT STATION 
Description of the Station 
The O. S. Waterways Experiment Sta~ion ie one 
of the foremo.et agenc·ies for the solution of hydraulic 
problems by means of emall-ecale models. Since its 
creation in 1929, the Station has advanced rapidly to its 
present position of leadership in this field; about two-
thirde of the total number of model studiee of any import-
ance conducted in thi e c·ountry have been performed a.t 
this Station, and were _repreeentati ve of practically all 
of the types of studies which fall into the hydraulic 
c las ei ficat ion. 
The U.. S. Waterways Experiment Station was 
created by Act of Congress ae a government agency, operat-
ing under the Corpe of Engineere of the U. s. Army, and. ls 
devot ed to the study by means Of small-scale models of 
problems encountered by the army engi neers in the 
administration of the regulation and improvement of the 
. rivers and harbo-re of this country. Instructions were 
is sued on June 18, 1929, by the Chief of Engineers, for 
the establ i shment of a hydraulic laboratory~ A short 
time later t he St ation was plac ed under the direct super-
-14-
Yisiori. of the President of the Mieei.seippi River Com:nise-
ion. The primary pur pose of all studies conducted at the 
Statton is to aid in obtaining the· most efficient and 
economical engineering designs for proposed works. 
Although the St.ation was first concerned wit_h problems ot 
the lower Mississi ppi River and its tributaries, it hae 
· since condueted studies for most of the engineer dietriete 
of this country. 
.. 
Close contact · 1.e maintained with the field in 
all experimental work; thi-e contact is kept both by Station 
personnel Yisiting the prototype and by engineers from the 
field visiting the Station. All problems are attacked 
with an open mind; the essence of a study ie not to make a 
specific plan work., but rather to d_isco.ver and develop 
the best plan for .the solution of the problem. A position 
of _neutrality ie maintained in the presentation of reports·; 
although a certain plan may appear to be the moat effective 
~nd economical solution for a problem, the report present-
ing the results of a model study contains the results ob-
tained from every plan t~sted, presented in an impartial 
way, thus leaving the final choice of plan to the aut hority 
reoueeting the et udy. 
The eerTieee of ma~y engineers with hi ghly 
epeciali_zed training in the science of hydraulic model 
-1~ 
experimentation are required to carry on the work or the 
Station in an efficient a.nd satisfactory manner~ a.nd it 
mu8t be realized that the results o,btained are dependent 
to a ca,neiderable extent on the judgment and ability or 
these engineers. At present the Station is in charge ot 
Lieutenant Paul W. Thompson. who reports directly to· the 
· Preeident,, Mieehe-ippi River Commission; he ie assisted 
by Lieutenant . Do,uglae C. Da'Yie, who acts a.e military 
assistant. Under these men are a.bout twenty-five engi-
neers of highly specialized trainingJ; aeeieted in turn 
by from fifty to one-hundred engineers of eub-pro·feseional 
grade. These engineers conduct the experiment a,. and are 
auieted in thie work by the clerical and adminietrati ve 
sectio,n, draftemen and photo;graphers, soile technicians, 
artisans,. construction fo:remen, and laborers. The chart 
o:n the next page (Plate 1) ehowe the basic organization 
of the Station. The Station has facilities for conducting 
about thiry exp~rimente at the ea.me time, and employs a 
total o,f from 200 to, 400 men, depending on the typ:e and 
number of studies under way. 
The Station is located on a federal reservation 
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seen on the accompanying aerial photographs ( Figures 1, 2, 
and ~).,, and can be emr.nerated ae follo,ws: 
a. Water Supply. Two lakes have been forrned to fur-
nieh a water supply fo.r model operation; the lar-
ger of these lakes ie 80 acres in extent and im-
pounds 5000 acre-feet of water, while the emall er 
co,vers about 4 acree. In a.d di t ion to, these lakes 
there are five pumping stations at the Station 
with a to.tal capacity of 70 c.f. e.; each of these 
unite consists o:f one or :nore pumps, a sump, a 
"eon~tant-head" tank,, pipe line to one or more 
models, arrl a return line from model to. sump. On 
Page 21 in Figure 4 the installation designated 
as Pumping Station No·. 5,. capacity 15 c. f. s., can 
be seen; the building in the picture is the ex-
pedmental hall. 
b. Administration Building. The main building con-
tains offices of the Hydraulic Laboratory and the 
Laboratory Service• Section, including a photo-
graphic laboratory, drafting section, and cleri-
cal divieion. The central portion of the build-
ing is an experi~ental hall, fitted with volume~ 
tric measuring tanks, eouipment for calibrating 
velocity meters, and several flu~ee; these latter 
include tilting and glass-sided flumes, a large 
steel flume, and a flume of large cross-section 
suitable for studies of spillways and stilling 
basins. Each flume ie eouipped with a measuring 
weir and other eui tab le app,urtenancee. 
c. Auxiliary Buildings. A group of buildings adj~-
cent to the main building houses the Soils Labo-
ratory '1.nd the Carpenter Shop, Sheet-metal Shop. 
and Paint Shop. The Soi le Laboratory makes stan-
dard eofle ana~ee, seepage determination~, and 
other sfmi lar studies, and also does some work 
for the Hydraulic Laboratory. The carpenter and 
eheet-m3tal shops are pr.epared to do the many 
kinds of work reruired in !OC>del construction and 
operation; proper machinery is provided and the 
men are not only expert artisans but are especially 










trained in fo,l lowing the peculiar and eomettmes 
intricate patt.erns related to model design. 
Other buildings include a stock-room, tool-house, 
garage.,, warehouse, and several storage sheds. 
d. Outdoor Experiment Fields. Two, large plots- of 
gro.und have been leveled a.nd otherwise prepared 
for outdoor models. These two, fields and the 
arrangement o,f mode le occupying them can be seen 
in the aerial photographs (Figures 1, 2, and,). 
When the purpose of a model has been definitely 
accomp liehed, the model is destroyed, and the site 
· is o.ccupied by a new model; there ie ample room 
fo,r twenty or ·mo,re models- on these outdoor fields, 
and this capacity co.uld be increased if necessary. 
Olassifie·atio,n o,f Studies at the Station 
Hydraulic studies·- made at thie Station can be 
classified under the fol lowing headings: 
l. Open River Regulation for Navigation 
2. Flood Control Studies 
?• River cranalization 
4. Ooastal' Harbore and Beaches 
5. Feat.ures O·f Fixed Dame 
6. Miscellaneous Projects 
A better classification fo.r the purpose of this discussion 
is to deal with types- o.f motlels, and the sub-divisions of 
each type; such a classification would be as follows: 
1. River Models 
2. Harbo·r and Eetua.rv Models 
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;. Structural Uodela 
4. Miscellaneous Studies 
The preponderant type of study made -at this Sta-. 
tion involves the solution of river proble~s. . ~i ver models 
have been built to accomplish various purposes, and have 
included both the fixed-bed a~d movable-bed .typee of con-
struction •. . Models with a ·fixed bed are used to study the 
flow of water .~nder various conditions, and permit the 
study of currents, cualitative eilt'fng studies, determin-
ation of effects of ce.na lization projects, and investiga-
tion of the effects of cut-offs, reservoirs, floodways, 
levee -se't-bac·ke, and other features of flood control. On 
the other hand~ the essence of a movable-bed model stud~, 
is the investigation of developments in bed confi gurations· · 
with various systems 6f regulating works in place, in order 
to determine which of several plans for channel improvement 
will be the most efficient and economical. Figure 5 on 
the fo;llowing page is an aerial view of the Mississippi 
River Flood c·ontrol model, and ie an illustration of the 
fixed-bed type of river model. ~fovable-bed river models 
will be illustrated in a later section of this paper. 
Harbor and estuary ~odels differ fror!l. the _river 




the tides, and wave action; both the fixed-bed and movable-
bed ty,pea of model are used, and various problems of beach 
ero;eio,n,. groin and jetty lo·eatian~ current alignment, e11 t-
ing,. flood control, and channel hrp,rovement have· been studied. 
Figure 6 showe the rep·roducti.on of waves on the model of 
Port Waehi.ngton, lisconein. 
Figure 6 
Structural models include studies of epillwaya 
for dame,, and tunnel and outlet worke. Spillways are 
chet;ked for design and operatio;n, and the best arrangement 
of ap,ron, b:affles-, and wing walls is determined. Out~et 
110irks and tunnela are investigated under various operating 
conditiQns ta, · check or determine tlow characteristics with 
different · arrangement e OJf. gate apenings for condi tione 
ranging tr flcod periods ta low-water eeasona. A view 
of the P'-a:se\P Kind.om. Dam as reproduced foT the model study 
is·· shown· in Fijure 7 on the next page. 
Many miscellaneous studies have been conducted at 
the Station. One very practical study concerned the effecte 
of rifling dredge pi.pea,, and·· po.inted the way to an appreci-
able increase in the e:r:riclency of dredging operations. 
•1\Y'" studi.es have been condueted in the four f'lumee at the 
8 at.icm, ineluding · etudiee o:r ri Ter-bed materials and t ir 
emen , and other related inveeiti.gations. These flumee 
ave a:leo been used b:y the Sa,i.l• Laboratory in the det.er-
natl~ of eeepage through leveee and eimi lar studies. 
Among the project• now in progreu at the S-t~tion is an 
lnveatigati.on of the permeability, of rock jetties. 
The abo e paragraph• have ~eeeribed the varioue 
typee ot model etudiee performed at the St tion; let ue now 
' • . . 
examine the mechanies of a mode 1 study., in order to dieco?er 
the manner in wh1 h pro'blems are ealved. 
lPigure 7 
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. UI THE ~lECHA!'TJ:C? O~ A \!ODEL ~TUDY 
Introduction 
In order tha.t the 11anner of attacking and 
solYing the proble~s to be diecus~ed may re more readily 
understood, a brief description of the mechanics of a 
model etudy will be presented. The features involved 
in a model study as presented herewith will apply epeeifi-
ca.l ly to movable-bed river modele, as all of the models to 
t e described l ~ter in this pa.per are of this type; however, 
many of the items die·eusPed a.re features of any model et.udy. 
When a model study is authorized,. the first 
function of the Stat ion ie to make a complete study of 
th~ problem in the field; this proYidee a com?lete record 
of a'll pertinent dats, and includes obeer•ation of the 
prototype. l"ollow'ing t .hie, the design a.nd construction of 
the model are commenced. 
D~sign 
In desi~ning a ~odel, one of the moat i~portant 
considerations is· the selection of linear scale ratios. 
Many factors ~et be considered, the most important of 
which ie the re~uiremente of geometric and ~ynamic timili-
tucie. Other items dealt with in the desi r n of a. model 
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include the deter:nination of model limits, the establish-
ment of control for horizontal and vertical meae~remente, and 
the loce_tion of sounding ra_nges. Sounding ranges are laid 
off approximately perpendicular to the thalweg, a~ close 
together as necessary to accurately show all changes of 
bed, and extending on aeroee the overbank as often as 
ne~eeeary to include significant variations in the over-
bank topography; these ranges are used for determining 
cross-sections, and from the crose-aection notes templates 
are prepared. 
Oonst ruet ion 
The construction of a model proce~da hand in 
hand with the design. The horizontal and vertical control 
eya~eme are tiret laid out, and then the sounding rangee 
are ~acated. The croee-eectione abng theee ranges are· 
plotted on paper, transferred to eheet-metal, and cut 0 1.lt 
for use in the field. Templates for the overbank topo-
graphy are set in the ground to the correct elevation and 
alignment,. and the portion of the model which ie to contain 
the mqyable-bed material is molded ae a concrete trench. 
Curb rails are then eetabliehed along either side or thie 
trench, eet to a predetermined ele•ation; the tem!)latee 
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are hung from supports e·ro;esing the curb rai le on the 
sounding range•~ and the mavable-bed material is placed 
in the trench and shaped to thea-e templates with trowels. 
O~natruction includes the following additional item~a 
the placing of gage•· in poei ti one corresponding to their 
prototype lo.eatio:ns; the laying of water lines; the pro-
vision of a meane far contro·lling the water entering and 
leaving the model; the location and installation of dikes; 
and the representation o.r briclge piere and other obstruc-
tions to flaw. Figure 8 on the next page shows the Sn:tt-
aure Towhead model -just prior _to placing the movable-bed 
material in the trench. Note the representation of the 
piere of the Cape Girardeau bridge in the .foreground, and 
note alao the curb rai le. ga·ge euppo,rts, and tailgate. 
General Procedure 
The purpose or a movable-bed river-model study 
ie to determine the most efficient plan for navigation 
imprcnement, and usually enta.i ls the determination or a 
channel alignment {to be o,btained bv dike construction, 
bank re~ etment, and/ or correct he dredging) which wi 11 
eliminate or considerably reduee the periodic maintenance 




The design and conetructi"on oif a model have been deecri bed; 
we must now examine the pro,cedure followed in accomplishing 
the purpose o:f the study. 
The relative value .ot various plans tor channel 
impro.•ement is determined by eubjeeting each plan to the 
:following schedule o.f testings 
a. The bed i e shaped ( by means of the temp la tee) to 
represent the configurations of a recent survey. 
b.. Dikes are represented according to the plan to be 
tested, in addition to· the dike systems already existing in 
the river. Bank revetment and corrective dredging are_ re-
presented if included in the plan. 
~ Water ie passed through the model in a predetermined 
manner, following the same sequence, magnitude, and duration 
of introduction of water for all plans teeted; certain . other 
phenomena,. to be die cue ~ed later, are also rep,roduced accord-
ing to a definite schedule. 
!:.. Developments in bed configurations are determined 
by mapptng the bed· at defini t _e intervals throughout the test, 
including the end condition. 
Oomparieon o.f the developments in bed configura-
tions with various alignments in place will indicate the 
relative merit o:f .~ach plan tested. However, in order that 
reliance can be placed in the results,. and to provide for 
quantitative as well as qualitative results, it is first 
necessary to make certain adjustments to the operating 
schedule an:i to the mode 1 in order that deve lopmente wi 11 
correspond as nearly as possible to prototype developments. 
This is known as the adjustment and verification o·f the 
model, and will be more fully discussed a~er describing 
the preparation of data for operation. 
Preparation or Data for .Operation 
It was stated that water wae passed through :-. the 
model in a predetermined manner. Thie is accomplished by 
selecting one o,f the gage1 o.n the model as a control gage. 
and reproducing stages on this gage ( according to the verti-
cal scale of the model) corresponding ta, actual stages re-
eo;rded o-n the proto.type gage. · It is neither practicable 
nor necessary to r~p·roduce emall fluctuations in gage read-
ings such as would be found in the daily etage hydrograph, 
and the actual stages reproduced are the average of the 
readings recorded for periods .varying from a few days to 
several weeks; however, if a certain daily etage hydro-
graph is being reproduced, all variations of any a!)preci-
able magnitude are faithfully represented. In order that 
the average elope corresponding to these average stages 
can be determined, gage-relation curves are plotted for 
all p·rototype gages reproduced on the model; these curves 
represent the average o,f several months readings ( see Plate · · 
2), and are used to determine readings on each gage for 
any desired stage. Manipulation of the water supply valve 
and model discharge apparatus (accomplished by adjustments 
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proper gage readings. for any stage cim the mo.st upstream. and 
downstream gages an the model. thus eetabli ahing the proper 
water-sur-f'aee slope for the stage which is being reproduced. 
It was noted abo.Te that certain other phenomena 
are reproduced. \'litho·ut going into: detail,, these can be 
noted as follows: addition of b-ed-load material at upstream 
end Q;f model to represent material transported from po·rtion 
0,f riTer above the model limits; simulation of dredging; 
ani simulation of eaving banks, ice jams, etc. 
A composite schedule h drawn UP' . for operation 
of the model, including the following iteme: a tabulation 
of etagee to be reproduced. giving magnitude · aeouence, and 
duration of each stage; a list of average gage readings on 
each ge.ge for each etage, taken from gage-relation curvee; 
a list of approximate weir heads and tailgate settings (ob-
tained from preliminary runa) to produce the desired etagee; 
a echedule of dike construction and destruction; a schedule 
giTing time, amount, and location of dredge cute and diepo-
eition of spoil; notes for caving bank and revetment; ·and a 
schedule for the introduction of bed-load material. Bed-
load material f.e methodically hand-fed across the width or 
the channel at the upstream end of the model in accordance 
-~ 
with a p·redetermined schedule baeed on the measured amount 
af material extruded at the downstream end of the model 
during preliminary rune. Plate , o:n the fo,llowing page 
i.e a typieal model op·erating chart; note the eonetant 
a-tagea reproduced in the mode 1 in simulation of the daily 
stage hydrograph, and note also how dredging, dike con-
structi.on, and bank revetment are al 1 tied into the ehart. 
Seouence o;f Testa on a Model 
As previously noted, the model study is accom-
plished in two phasee, consisting af the following opera-
tions: first, the adj-ustment a·nd verification of the model; 
and eecond, the tests o,f improvement plane. The fi ret 
phase, adjustment and verification, inelud.ee a dimensional 
cheek of the model, adjustment of elopee: and bed-load 
ma,~ement, selection of a time scale. and, finally, a satis-
factory .verification test. The eecond phase, tee t e of i m-
provement plane, includes ba.ee teets and teete of propo.sed 
pla.na; a base test demonstratee the ultimate effect of 
erlat.ing worke, and provides a. basis of comparison for the 
relative effectiveneee of proposed plane tested. 
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PLATE~ 
Theory of Adjustment and Verification 
The adjustment and verification o:f a model ie 
neceeeary:in o.rder that reliance can be placed in "the anal-
ysis and comparison o:f the -reeu,lte of tests o.f various pro-
posed improvement plane. The adjustment of a movable-bed 
river model includes several trial rune, the purpo·ee of 
which is tOJ cheek all ~chanical and hydraulic functio·ne 
ta. insure that correct o,p.eration has been established. 
The verificaticm o,f a movable-:bed river model is a demon-
etration a,f the abi.lity 0 1f the model to~ reproduce closely 
known changes in bed configurations over a period of time 
when correct but uninfluenced simulation i e ma.de a·f all 
significant prototyp,e phenomena, such ae the etage and ·· 
die charge hydrographe, impro1vement activities ( dikes, 
dredging. and bank revetment), and other changes (dike 
destruction, ice jame, and caving banks·). 
Upon completion o:,f the construction of a mode 1, 
there must be a complete dimeneional and me.chanical check 
befa.re actual operation of the oo<lel can be started. The 
dimeneio·nal check ie made ta be certain that geometri .o. 
eimi larity between the model and the prototype hae been 
aeeured. and includes a check of the elevation and plan 
of the over.bank area,, length and elevation of dikes, shape 
and lo.cation of bank lines,, location of gages,. rep,reeenta-
tion oif bridge piers and other obstructions to flow,, and 
correct interp·retat·.ion and . deeignatioin of wooded areas~ On 
the following page, Figures 9 and 10 are, reep·ectively, an 
aerial· photograph of a reach of the Savannah River and a 
view .. of ~the mo.de 1 ccmetrueted to· reproduce this reach of the . 
river;: note the clo:se confo:rmi ty of the areas of stones on 
the model surface ( rep·resenting overhank roughness. and 
carefully adjusted to proper intensity) to: the wooded areas 
in the aerial view o·f the pro·t-otype. The mechanical check 
ie made to be certain that al 1 ·feature e comM3cted with 
model operation are in p;roper order, and includes a check 
,of ·the elevations of the curb rails,. zeroing of the gages, 
arrangement. of baffles, piate, gage, and valve on weir box, 
arrangement Gr° ·eereene. and baffles in entrance bay,, satis- . 
facto:ry arrangeme·nt o:f pipes for draining an4 flooding the . 
model,, means of catching fo,r measurement bed-load material 
extruded, and p:roper functioning of tailg~te and tailbay. 
With the above-enUlllerated features checked and .correct. 
the model ie ready for the adjustment rune. 
Figure 9 Figure 10 
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The adjustment of the model includes several 
trial runs. the number o·f runs depending on the dH1~ 
cultiee encou:ntered in securing proper opera.ting condi-
tions. Thie ie oft.en a lengthy and tedious process; es-
p:ecially when information concerning the prototype ie 
meager or inaccurate. Adjustment rune start · with sho,rt 
trial rune to check general perfo·rmance; then come rune · 
of constant stages .of indeterminate length to check re-
protluction of stages at interm~diate gages; following 
this-, camee the repro:duction of the. hydrograph selected 
far aperatio~n, using an emp:iri·cal time scale based on . 
the results of p·revioue mode 1 etudi ee O·f a eimi. lar na-
~ure,; after this runs are made which include the simula-
ticin o;f prototype activities, such as dike construction 
or destruction,, dredgi.ng, ··and revetting or caving of banks; 
.. 
. and fin9:lly the c-omplete run is lined up ready for a .veri-
fication test. Many thirg e are accomplished during these 
adjustment rune; without going into any _great detail~ the 
items ccneidered and settled during the adjustment rune 
can be listed ae followa: 
1. Adjustment Gf bed-eJop~. water-surface elope, 
. and channel arx:l averbank ro.ughening to give 
co.rre.C't r .epro:ductio·n of discharge scale, water-
eurface p·rofi lee, . and bed-load !fiOvement at all 
stages. 
2. Final selection of type, mean grain diameter, and 
. size distribution of bed-load material, as this may 
vary frOlll the material selected in preliminary de-
terminations. 
,. Method and rate o:f introduction o,f bed-load material.· 
4. Selection of time scale, arrl investigation of the 
necessity 01f varying the time sea.le with s·tage in 
order to produce eo.·rrect relative rates .of mo,ve-
~nt af bed-load material in the model as compared 
to:. the prototype rate of movement;: also the i~vee-
tigation Q '.f the variation of e lo:pe sea.le with .stage 
as another p:oeerible means of co·rrectly representing · 
bed-load movement • 
. 5. Adjustment.a t())'hydrograph, including time of start-
ing, and elimination or addition of . certain stages. 
6. Development of adequate ope:r_-ating technique, in-
eluding _method a,f ch~nging stages, making dredge 
cute, and ero,ee-seetianing (mapping) the bed. 
7. Simulation o.f dredging,, including eorrect loca-
tion, date, placement of spoil, and manner or 
making dredge cute and spoiling material removed. 
8. Simulation a·f dikes, including the determination 
a ·f type o:f construction and spacing or size of 
material to have correct permeability, and the 
manner of adding or removing dikes in model. 
9. Simulation of · caving banks and revetment, in-
cluding time and ra.te a.f caving, method of re:.. 
taining bank until time to cave, and arrangements 
for revetted ban.'<:. 
10. Simulation of ice jams o:r other euch unnatural 
phenomena which would influence results. 
11.'' Arrangement o:f rock, gravel, haydite, or other 
material to simulate prototype formations with 
varying degrees of ·resi stanee to flow, or to 
co;rrect for exaggerations . of velocities in 
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cd.tical spots such as at the ends o:f dikes, ae 
ft is an inherent characteristic of distorted 
models to: exaggerate scour in such areas. ·. 
12. Adjust~nt of entrance and exit conditions ae 
regards current intensities and directions. 
The items .just enumerated are intricately related, 
and t _f.me and judgment are required to SO• correlate all of 
these items that eatisfaota.ry .o;p,eration will be obtained. 
However, when this has been e.ocompliehed, and such a severe 
teat can be euecess"f'ully ap_plied ta, the .. mo.de 1 as is done in 
the verifieation test, it is reasonably certain to sup'l,ose 
that reliance · can be gi.ven to: results· o;btatned from the 
model study. 
Having conipleted the adjustment of the model,. the 
verification test is made. -Thie test, of course, is simi-
lar to the lae_t adjustment run, differing from it, however, 
in that it i .s complete in all details and that w1 th the ex-
cep.tion o,f proper repreeentati.on of prototype occurrences 
no effort is made ta influence the reeulte of the test. 
That is, the m0:vable-bed portion of the model is molded 
to the canffgurations of the ·earlier of two or more surveys, 
the mod1el is caused ta·. reproduce the hydrograph between the 
dates of these. surveys,, .al 1 prototype occurrences · being 
simulated at the proper time during the test~ and the 
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resulting bed-configurat_ions ~re then compared to those 
of the later survey. If the knovm cq,ndit_ione of the later 
survey are - reproduced, the model ie. said to .be verified • 
. Teets of Improvement Plane 
After the verification of the mo del has. been 
accomplished, the second phase of the model study, 
teeta of proposed improvement plans, is entered upon. 
The first step in :t _his phase of · the study te to make 
base teats· for later use in the comparison of the reeulte 
of tests of v~~ioue _·prop;sed p lane!". . _This makes it · 
poeeible to conduct a · study of. each of the improvemen:t 
plans submitted· and judge ~the ·relative effectivene~s of 
each plan. 
· A selected hydrog~aph of the control gage, 
chosen ae bei_ng a eatiefac:tory representation of a critical 
water-year, and containing a high-water rperiod of consider~ 
able magnitude and also a low-water eeason of .appreciable 
. ' 
duration, · ie used for the testing of proposed imp·rovement 
plans-. The plan of operat.ion .f~.r each te~t ie to . reproduce 
several . cycles of this hydrogr.aph, mapping the·- bed after 
each cya.le, and per_for:ning maintenance dredging a~. is 
found necessary; a sufficient number of eye lee is run 
that bed conditions beco:ne more or lees stable. 
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A• ~reviously :stated., the fi:ret tests in this 
phase of the study are -base teeta. The purpose 6f_base · 
teats is to determine the ultimate effects of existing 
improvement · works-; . eueh tests · provide some ·idea o:r.':the -. 
amount of dredging which wi 11 be re~uired in the M ·ure :~ 
t -o. ;maintain a p1roject:. channel with the erlsti.ng· regulat-
ing .works, '. and are, therefore,· tery useful as a basis o.f 
c·omparieon for results of other teete;. 
After the base teete :·have been compl'eted, · the 
proposed. improvement plane , ar~f ,teEJted. " As previously ·. 
~xplained, · a .. · pr~po'aed plan 1-e .tested · by making-' "the I proper 
l".epreeentatiomr;.~ in' the model, '._rep'roducing ." the- typical 
hydrograph, . ~nd·· ma:pping: ·t ·h_e _bed-· at freouent · intervals , 
until. more -or lees et able conditions are re.ached. .&rlalyaie . 
and comparison of the. results obta1ned with various plane~ 
·1n ~_pe~~tion will° lead tci" elimination of -cert·ain -plane 
and modifications of _the mor~ succe~etul plans, untiL.finall.y: 
what ~ppeare ·to be the _ bea_t plan is developed and tested. 
_Following this., the · -report on the · st~dy _1a·· 
prepared • . This report presents complete detai~e of the 
· study of eac.h plan., including' the features tested, t,i~ 
reeulte obtained, and the signi.ficance of. the results when 
due consideration ie given to all observations made during 
the test. A complete set of maps, showing all developments 
in bed configurations for each plan studied, is included 
in the report. The report also contains a diecueei9p of 
the eignificanc~ of the results obtained . with the various 
plans studied, and suitable tables and graphs to . aid ·in 
the c·omparieon of these results. 
More will be said about the testing of proposed 
plans and the evaluation of results where the dieeueeion 
of specific· problems.. ie reac·hed~ However, before taking 
up sp.ecifie problems, it will be necessary to diseues the 
prototype in a. general· wa.Y., and . this brings us to a descrip-
tion of the c-haracterietica of the Middle Mieeieeippi. 
· River~ 
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rv DISCUSSION OF THE . MIDDLE MISSISSIPPI RIVER 
That portion of the Mississippi ~i ver extending I 
l 
from the :iiouth of the Missouri River ( just above St. Louis,\ 
Missouri) to the :nouth of the Ohio River (Cairo, Illinois) 
• 
ie often designated ae the Middle Mississippi River when 
discussing navigation and river c·ontrol problems on this 
stream. Thie 200-mile etreteh of the river has certain 
,- -- - - .----- -'·· ·-·-
characteristics dft'fering appree1ably from those of the 
--- ---~~- ---··-··· .. - . --.--· ----- . --.. . 
• • • __ ... _-• • _:.. .. · · · -· - - -- _ ... _ ·- ,I --- - - - • 
- __ . .,.,... - ··- -- -- ---:: ·· ---.:-"·---- --· 
river abo,ve and below, and it f e c·onvenient to treat this 
--~-,....- _._ • • · - - - - · - - - --- - ----- - ,... • • • .,. - • - ·-· ........._;:-. -.•, •c-;,-,..•·- --. •--..,..,. -- - ... _ • .._,....,, . _ .-;-. •• ·- ---· ··- - · 
portion of .the river as a unit' when considering ehannel 
------- - ·•''• · - . ... ..... . ,. C · · - ··- - · ·". · -.-· - - • "'" • ' -, - ... --. ·-· ·--- •··u--·-·--·- ... --·~-·---',-"•.--,.-,., .. __ __ ,'_ .. ,... 
improvement or maintenance for .navigation. 
The history of imp.rove!llents on this part of the 
river dates from 1820, when Congress directed that a eur-
vey b~ made. In 1824 snagging operations were com~enced~ 
and have been continued ever since except for brief inter-
ruptions. In 18;;8 one of the first dikes was constructed; 
the builder was Captain Robert E. Lee, and the . structure 
was designed for currerit alignment at St. Louie. Other 
wo.rk was performed train time to ti~e, and· finally the 
present ,project was adopted; this project is a plan f'o.r 









gram of dredging inaugurated in 1896. Work on this project~ 
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somewhat modified by later regulations, hae continued 1..tp 
ta, the present. The latest legf slation affecting the pro-
gram was the River and Harbo,r Act of 1927,. _ which prescribed 
a channel with a mirrb1um width of 300 feet and a mintmum 
depth a,f 9 feet at low water. It might be noted that the 
minimum channel dimensions just specified are considered 
more than adeouate for · the barge..:traine using the river 
at the present ti me. -
The · characte rieti ca of the Midtlle Mie siseippi_ 
are influenced to a great extent by the Missouri Ri. ver,, 
-------.... - ·. -· 
.. - ' ---- ___ ..... _.... - .. . -· ·-···-· .. -
rele.ti-_;;ely steep elopes, and a heavily silted_ .now..__.., In 
. . - - -------- -· ~- .. ...... --···- . . . ., . . 
geiierS:i~-· the path of flo·w consists- alternat~~Y.- ~! __ ~_eep _____ _ 
bends with flat elopes con."leeted by shallov, crossings with 
steep slopea;' ·thie is the -condition at law waier, while 
------ ~-- - ~------ _ .. _,_-.- - -.. - • ' ,- . , __ ____ .. .. - ._ - .... - .-, --.··-
during periods o:f high water the slopes have a tendency 
~--.-- :. __ · · ·.- -- - • • • , - · ' L •• -
to even up. Although moat Q)f the croesinga are no·.w main-
---·---· 
tained to more than project depth by means of regulating 
works~ there still remain a nu'!?lber of troub"leeome crossings 
or reaches\which are not in conformity with project reauire-
1 
menta. Wide ares.a interspersed with islands and chutes, 
areas o.f roek: and gravel,. and incorrect bank and bar align-
ments are principally responsible for the present difficul-
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ties. The tendency for meanders· i .n a low-water channel, 
counteracted by the tendencies for straightening in a 
high-water -ehannel ( which eausee deterioration of the low-
water channel), combined with the large vo;lurne of bed-load 
mo·.vement, results in the fre~.uent and rapid for!µation of 
shoal areas. 
In carrying out the plan of regu 1.2:~~.°.?.! __ ~!J.e r.:e .. -_ 
.., -· ___ __ .. _ , .,.. _ .,,.. ... . ~-·- .. - .. ·· ··- ~- - . .. ... - . 
are several factors to be dealt with. The low-water flow 
--- -----~----.,... ------ -- .--·~- -' - - -- - .... . .-· ·. -~· - · ..... ... --
should be confined to a definite channel of reasonable 
~-... .:..-__ _ , .____ . __ . _;:-_______ ._________ _ 
width; this re~ui.res· the closing o·f: all back-channels and 
chutes and the narrowing of wid·e reaches to a width which 
. . ~- ... - ... - . ,. ··- ·· ----·--·-· _,__- -.. - -_ _____________ . . ..;.-. ..  ~ 
will produce a 9-foot channel (' 2, 2::0 feet bas been found 
,,-------,,:-,.. ---- ---- ·-.. - _,.. __ .-. __ . ,.,..,. ... ~ · 
eatiefaetaryr in moat cases). The o:ccurrenc·e of bends- and 
cro.aaings- in the troub-leeome areas should be made to con-
form w1 th the arrangement assumed naturally by the river 
in good areas. The alignment o:f the· low...;.water channels 
. at crossings should be in the li·ne most effective in main-
taining a channel through the bare. Suitable arrangements 
of regulaUng wcirke wil 1 accomplish the two items just 
enumerated. 
As an the Missouri River, open river regulation 
-- ... - --·. -· ~-·- ... . -. . -·· ------·---- -.:· 
ie the principal plan for improvemen~ works. The two 
•_.---,.--....:;~--~- --...-- - - --- ..... •p __ _ ...--._ .. '-• " --.. - . .. -. • - - - • .. - ... ~ .. - - -
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types o:f regulating works most frequently employed are 
c__---------·--·--- ----------· .-----"·- -~---------------.~~--- - '-.-. ··-- .... -.. 
pile dikes and revetment,i and in addition a certain amount 
---- --- ________ ,, .. _____ - - -""'" - - .:,.-· - - - -------- - . 
0,;f maintenane·e dredging i e reaui red. A permeable p·i le 
dike is used to decrease the, v~locity_ o_f the water, .which 
---------, -,.-·-- · __ ; .---- - -- -· ----
,.- - -·· . 
wi 11 result in a deposit o.f ei lt, and in time produce 
-------- - --------------
solid ground out to the end of the dike; these structures 
are U$U9:lly arranged in systems; and are designed to re- . 
~---------------=~ .. ---- ~ - - ... ----- - ·· ·-- ·--·-------·--- , ... _ .. ·~--·-· .. -_-,..._ ... -., __ . __ _  -
shape the bank line as well as to narrow the channel. 
- - - -- .... .,...__ ........ ~ .... --><:.- ---~--- ------ ·~ -- .. -- .... -
Revetment is use~ to protect banks against erosion and 
, .. -. ···-~ - -·- · ·:.. ;;.-.-"--..,,. -----.·.::. .--::.:. --
-----------·--=--.. -- ,--- .... _...,,..,.,.....,___~ .. - ---- ,__ ....... ~--
caving, and is. uaually constructed in two pa.rte; wqven 
-----~ ----· ··- ,· ···· -.·-·-- ···o,·~-- cr-- •~- ·---·--.~-.... - ·.- .·.···•··---:·--·--· ·· •--:_.._;.<.- ·.-c· , --·· ··· .. ,_ ... ,--• : ..:Z • ,.,..:,.~ 
will0,w or lumber mattress is ·pl~ced below the water lin~,-
.... -·-- ___ ___ ,.,-._ .,~,_..0_ .. . ,, . .... -·- . , .:.,-.,. - .. ~-~---- .. ~--.··:.......- >·.... __ _ __ . ... ~-.·- - -
_____  :·.-.----... ----·,co---- .. . -... ~--- ------ ..-,.,,..-.,_ .....  , __ _ 
and at·0:ne paving ie used above the water lin~! Figures 
---.... -~---. ·--- - ..... _ ... ,.-. ---- ... - ___ ,,. ___ ,.:--,=--.. - .-.. '. . .. --··· .·: - -~ .... - . _ ... -~-.-·:.· ......... . 
11 to 14 cm t re following pages illustrate dike construe-
tion and dredging operations on the Middle Mississippi. 
As pointed out above, there are certain trouble-
so.me areas on the Middle· Mhaieei.ppi .River for which a 
p:lan orf su~·aese-f\tl regulatio·n is not readily apparent. 
For,. example, in the vicinity- of Chain of Ro-eke ( just north 
of St. Louis) there ie a rock shelf in the bed o.f the river 
which prohi bite eeo·uring a 9-foot channel at low water. 
Similar u~ueual conditions are found in other troublesome 
areas, and it ie in such areas that the problem of deter-
mi~ng the most effective and economical plan for regula-
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tion is approac;hed with many unc-ertain assumptions. 
Herein lies the value o.f emall-acale model studies, and 
it is by means o.f such studies that these unusual and 
baffling problems are solved. 
Figure 11 
Figure 11.,, above, and Figure 12 o.n the next page are two 
views taken from the dredge-boat Ste. Genevieve; note the 
spoil pipe carrying dredged material toward the bank of 
the river. Figures 1; and 14 are typical views of the 





V APPLIC'ATION OF MODEL STUDIES TO PROBLEM A..'!lEAS 
Models of Troublesome Areas 
Sever·al_ model studies a·f the Middle Mississippi 
:'.\ 
were made at t -he ·Sh t~on in former years; these inelud.ed 
the Hro.oks Point Stady and two · studies in the vicinity of 
. Fo·rt Chartres. At the present time there are in progreee 
at the Station three studies . o·f reaches of the Middle 
Mississippi,, and tw"o-other studies havejµet 'been com-
plated. In the following paragi-ap}}s, these _flve recent 
studies wiU be deecri bed briefly, . and · fail lowing this 
one· o>f the studie~· will be gone ·into:- in more detai 1. 
Chain oif Rocks Model 
Thie- model reproduces the Missieeip_pi River from 
Mi le 18, to) Mi.le 20~ abo;ve Oairo, Illinois ( refer to the · 
vicini.ty. __ _ map presented as Plate 4 o.n the next page), and 
the lower 8 miles of the Missouri River. The model is 
constructed to, a horizo:ntal scale of l · to 600 and a vertical 
scale 0,f 1 to 125. 
The problem being studied on this model is the 
improvenent o-f the cha.n~el o;f the Mfe.ai'seippi River from 
Mile 191. to Mile 1a, ( Chain of Rocke bridge to· Merchants 
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bridge),, and t _hie improvement mue~ be made without affecting 
conditions at other points- upstream or downstream tperefrom. 
Improvements made to the St. Louie harbor from time to time 
have .resulted in a gradual lowering of the low-water plane 
in the !iarho.r. Scour resulting from these improvements hae 
la,wered the bed in the harbor and as far up,stream as Biesell1 e 
Point,. but, due to the presence of . a rock shelf whieh is ex-
p.oaed intermittently between Bissell' s Paint and the Chain 
of Rocks bridge. the.re has been no commensurate lowering of 
the bed aboive B_iesell1 e Point,. resulting _in high velo-citiee 
and a dangerous shoal condition extending ·rrom Chain of Rocks 
bridge to Bfesell1 s Po1.rit~ To further complicate matters, 
the constriction· caused by. the Cora Island dikes on the 
Mis~ouri River has- produced a slop·e in the lower Missouri 
River which even under present conditions i~ greatly in 
excess a:f the stable a.lope for this section~of the Missouri 
River. Furthermare, cognizance must be taken of Lock and 
Dam. No .• 26, which is located on the Mississippi River at 
Alton, Illinois. With thee-e considerations in mind; it is 
apiparent that any plan to impro,ve condi tione. below Chain of 
Ra,eks must have only a l~cal effeet. for if the lo~water 
plane should be further la;wered at the mouth of the Mieeouri 
River the results might be mast detrimental. In fact, if 
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in .order to:, eliminate a:r at least to considerably reduce the 
_ .......... --,____.-;~.....,._v;.~ :.:~ .....;;.~; . .. ~ .... -.~ ... ·_; •• ~.- .- -,:. ··--· · · · ·· ·-· ........ " - :- .. · . __ .......... ~-··-:-.--...::- -.-._. ·-" --· ..•.• .:.-:·- : ~ ·· · · · - ·- ·- ,..__. 
large amount of perf.odi e. maintenance dredging re qui red with 
the existing system · a,f regulating works. 
---~~----;...;--:., .. ----- ·'.""-:'" ..... i...~-·._-...... ,.---···: .. - _:.. ...... · -.-.--,..-... . -~..:-
Prior to making any effort to; improve this reach, 
------
___ ....... _ __ __.. ... l..-.-_ ---...... - • ~ - - ··-- ,. _ _ ._ ... --
the natural tendeney .of t~ river had been to follow Tower 
----------------·-·-·- -·--·~·--------···--·- -- ·--.. -
·!eland Chute (refer to ~late 5);. however, this was most un-
-------·-- ···-· - .. ·- ---···· .-·- -- ... -.,- ., ·-· - -· ·-. ···-···- ·---, ---··---·.-·-- ,·c"""-·- ----· . .. . ... , ... .-· ,,.,, .. ,·•· .··- ,-·· --
~a tie~~~ fr~m-~_pavi~-~~-~ - --~-~~~~~-~~~!~,.-. ~~~ in 1~)1 ~~!te~- --
79.5L and 79~~ _ w.~re built __ !!.! __ ~ _ attempt to developi a. cross-
---- ------- - ·- . ---- ..... - ... -._. ··-·- -··-··· ...... . 
ing t~1-_!~~ right bank near ·Mile 79 ~- Although these dikes 
~ --., __ _____  -------:--·---- --------·---·""'·- . ----~ ~--- ·- ·- . -
effected some improvement~ periodic dredging was necessary 
to maintdn a project channel through the cro·ssing at Mile 
~ ----- ·..-··: · ....... . ___ ____ _____________ ____ .,..--~----- . ----- .•....•.... -
79. and it was- for the determination of the most satisfactory 
. . 
_____ ----.--, _____ ___ : __ _ .:..__ ___ __ . •. - · - -.. ··- .•-
p,lan to'. elimiA~te.~this dr~4ging that the model study was made. 
, ...... __ • --· ----------------- . ··- · ---.... __ ........ : _ .. _ __ ., ___ __ ,., ____ ,,, __ _ -·· ·· · ' . -··-.. · -:-.-- - -
A number of p~ans· were tested on the Grand To-wer 
.mo.del; some of the studies wel'.'e of plans submi tt~d by the 
St. Louis district office, while o.there were· devised by 
englneers at the Station. Most o·f the plans featµred cor~2ct 
. . 
rective dredging in the vicinity of Mile 79, in combina~~on 
--------- - - -·-····- -- ~------ · ~.-......~--------·-c---·--·..,..._-
with var;ous plans for proposed channel realignments·; these <:;__------:--. ______ .. ,.. ---~--~- '"-"<> -- - - · -···--··- -- ~---- -~.- --· 
new alignments were so designed in all cases that the natural 
...,, _ _ 
~,------ --·--~-.,....("'-... - . - ----· . ........... - ·. -- - ---~·~· .. ' : · .· ~ -- ..... -·- . . -
fQrces of the river wa;uld aid in eliminating this unstable 
• • 
---- _ ....... .r.-.-r·---- ~- • ·~ ---- .-- -,, - . .-~-....... - .-•.~ ..... -. . - . · - ·,,• - ·-- .- -... .·· r,,"• ·-·~ ·-· - • . . · ·•. 
r~;~h:-. -Moet a.f the p·lans tested develop:ed a · channel of 
•c:~ ---..--,-· 
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project dimE3neione through the troublesome reach from Mile 
79.2 to -Mile 77.5. However, when both economy- and effective-
nese were considered, one plan was apparent as the beet 
solution of the Pf Ob lem. A modified refinement of the 
successful· plan was devised and tested with satisfactory 
results, and work was begun immediately for putting this 
plan in operation · on ·the river. All of the features. includ;,. 
c 
---.. --.. ---···-··· -- ··-.... -
-. , ..... "'. ·- ·- -· -·.- ···-··-··,-.- -,..., __ 
ed in the plan have riow been placed in operation on. the. 
·.---.- .. _____ ..,._-... -. -------·--.,,.. .. _ .... _  . 
. · .. -- ·--~- .... - . :_- __ .--;- . 
river, and according to latest ··report a · there is every in-
----------- -.:-:--- --. · ··---···- -··• -~ . - -~- -- · ' •. ·· · ·.c-. ·,.·.-·,.,...,.---
dl cation th~t the pla~_ wi_l,l be entirely successful in 
-- . . '· -- -...---.......,... _____ __ ............... .. --- ·· ·· . 
produeing ··atable and eatisfa~9:ry_ ~.9_n.dit ions throughout 
___ _____ , ___ , _ ______ .,.:1- --~~ --'?'-~--~ ...... - .,.,_._..-_---..---------. - . --- .. __ ._ ..... .,. _ ,..._,___ . . . .., ·- -----·.· : : ...... ·.-- ... ;.-...:.. .:. -~2 .. -~ 
the troublesome reac)l .. ,. 
----· -~~.,.-.~':,-..., ' 
Do,gtooth Bend Model 
Thie model reproduees the Miesi eei.ppi River 
from Mile 32.7 above Cairo, Illinois to Mile 4.0 below 
. . ~ ~ ---------·-- - --·--:···--- ----. -·-----·-··--·"----·-··-~--~----,·----. --,-
-c·airo, and about one mi le of the lower Ohio River; the 
-=----
model limits are _ shown on th~ vicinity map on Plate· q. 
The linear scale ratios of this model are 1 to 600 and 
. - -
1 to 120, horizontally -and vertically, respectively. 
--------~·  The problem . area for this study .was in the reach 
from Mile 29" to Mile 20 above C'airo, Illino.ie, and t-he 
_......:------ ~ ~-,-
problem was concerned with channel alignment through 
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t hie r~ach. The right bank in Dogtooth Bencl ie __ .~l-lQ.ject.ed-.-
------~--· · _ ,,_. _ _ _ _ __ _ _ -,,r ___ _,~-r· - ~ -- _,.. -. - ·----... - - .=• ·-~----·,... . . 
to strong atta~k by the current, reeult.ing in damage to 
"'---- ··---- -- ·--... ... _ ,._4___, , ... , .-· .. .. ,-. -.---~-- -- - --=--'- ,_,,..,_..,---· ·-- ,-.... .. _ - - --- ---'--- -·-. ~ ----- --· -
the · protective works and even endangering the main flood 
~-~~· 
control levee at the neck of the loop. Furthermore, thi e 
bend is so sharp ae to be troublesome fro.rn a navigation 
--- - ---~··· ·-· ,·- .. - ·· - --- -·-·· -.-- --·-. 
-~ _ .. -- ___ ____.... ......... _.... .. ........... ...... ,. ····--·· -~--
standpoint, and the crossing just above the bend is . 
_ _____ __ .. .-:.~ - -- - - • · -- "-";~~ -- . · ··- -· - , _.;- · .. ·---····· .·.-·.· · ··-· · ~-----.. -.,. . ·· .'!..-- '"'::-.• ·- : -.,:...:,!, - •• , .••• 
frer.uently shoaled to lese than pr_oj'ect depth. An additional 
... . -. .. - ... _~-·:.-- --·--- ,... . "'.".::• ,..~ ~ .... 
~-~;li·~ -i<?~-t·; ~-hi~. ·e;~d·~--~~e found 1n the fact that ·a 
program of realignment was already in progreee, lacking 
only a little of being eompleted. The outer end of dike 
25.7L (refer to map)" was scheduled for removal, but indicat-
ions were that the. removal of this dike might have unprediet-
able and eerious effects on conditions downstream from the 
dike. The study, therefore, was concerned with the effects 
af completing the program under way as well as the deter-
mination of a channel alignment which would be · suitable for 
navigation and at the eame time relieve or minimize the 
attack on bank protection works in Dogtooth Bend. 
A number of channel alignments were teated in 
. ______ ..... _ .... . , ~ - . .. -· . .-:·· ........ ~ .. ----·- .. - _.,.....,. . ·-- ~ 
this study; most of the plane resulted in a channel of 
_____....~--· '-· ·· - .- - .· ··· .•. ·c . .• • . ,·,---:.~ : ·-:-- :··--.. •·· · -~-. . - . --ec-·,:, . ' ·····-· .•, . - · •. .:. · ... ...__.,.~ ... ---"~;,,,- · 
project dimensions, but conditions in the bend were reliev-
- - -=---~·-__ .. ··-.. - .. • - --·---- .. -.- .. . - . .,. _ .. - -· .. --- -.,. - · 
ed by _only a few of the plane. One plan, in which th~ · 
_ _.J,., __ __,..,.-- ----- -:----:---·- _ __ - .. _ ...... - .... - •• - .. · ---.....-.... - ... ~ 
crossing to the right bank was shifted upstream tQ about 
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Mile 25.5.,. was successful in all respects. but was not 
-- ---- -- ---- ---- ---------~---~ _ _,_ 
-- -~- .,,._ ,_ . ---~ - -· .. 
--:--:. _. __ ,_. -·- - -_ 
feasible f'rom the economic standpoint as it entailed a 
complete revision of the existing regulating works from 
______ ......__~-- ------ ····------- -------··---·-·-····--· ·-· .. ---·-·-- ·---- · --.· -- ---·-··---~- -- --- · - -- ··· -- . . . 
~le 27.; to Mile 2;.8. Another p~~ was satisfactory ___ ---
----------- ------- - - - - - ,... - -c-- . . 
from the navigation standpoint, but did not alleviate the 
____ . ...._____ ---- ,.._.~ -----..:: .. -": .. 
attack on the bank in -Dogtooth Bend. __ , A system of regu-
__ _ _ ___ _ :..--....:,----- -- - -- _ _ __..._-.c _.._/_ . .... -_, • ..,...._ • •• - - -· __ ... 
lating works installed in the bend ns successful in 
relieving the attack an the _ bend, but indications were 
that such a system woulcf be subject to, eueh an attack it-
self as to be unstable and of temporary duration. When 
considered from all angles., · the beet p.lan was found to 
--· -... · - .... __ , -- -- -· . . - ·- ·-· ··-- ··-· ·- - ---·-·-·---·-- ·-·- - . -- . 
be one wherein a satiefac-to,ry channel for navigation was 
_ _ ,.. __ ___ -----·--____ ... _ _ ,.____ ·----
-··· -. --- __ .. ____ - -.- . ... ··-- --- : .. ·-· -- .... -. ---- ·---·-·· -
maintained without dredging but in which some attack on 
----- --- - ------ - - - • • · • • . - '.J . . . . . - - - -.i-- -- - ...... .... --- --- --- ··- · .. -
the bank in th~ bend wae still in eviden~e., indicati??,g 
-- -- - - - --- - ----- - -- --·- - _ _, __ ___ ., ___ __ ,. ___ _, _ __....._ . ..... ------ ___ .. -- . .. ., . ---
~ ------- -- ---- . 
the p:robable necessity for a certain ~unt of mairit.~n-
~ ~-.--'-··---··--·----- - .--- - ···---- ··- ,.. ---· --~ .. . -.. . . .. , __ __ -·- ... . __ .. _ _ __ ,__,,.-
ance work on the bank protection works. This etu~y has 
~ -- _ ... - .----.:-- . .- . . . , - - ., - .- .... - .. 
just been completed, and work has not yet.been undertaken 
o·n the river. 
Boston Bar Study 
Thi.I? study is being made o·n the same model as was 
used for the Dogtooth B~~ study., and is concemed with 
channel realignment for navigation from Mile 10 to Mile 5 
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above c·airo, I llinoie. The problem here is twofold: the 
9roesing at Mile 9 ( refer to Plate 6) is very unstable and 
neeeesit.atee periodic maintenance dredging, and there is a 
strong attack on Eliza Point, just above Mi le 6. Dikes 
eonetruc·ted in 1936 on the left bank in the vieinity of · 
Mile 7 (refer to map) are now becoming effective; fill is 
forming behind theee dikes, the current is being shifted 
more to the right bank, and the attack on Eliza Point has 
been corieiderably reduced. A dike system on the right bank 
in the vicinity of Mile 9 hae· been designed to develop ·a 
stable channel past Boston Bar;.thie system .has been par-
tially installed, but work has now ~been suspended unti 1 .· 
the results of .. the model study become available, showing 
what can .be expected. with the complete system in .place. 
It is possible that eome modificatio.n of the present plan 
for this system will be re~uired to · produce the beet chan-
nel alig~ment in the vicinity of Boston Bar. Thie study 
has juet been started, and therefore no discussion of 
results can be made. 
Swifteur·e Towhead Model 
Thie model reproduces the Mississippi River 
from· Mile 67.5 to Mile 51.2 above C'airo, Illinois (refer 
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tG vi_cinity- map on Plate 7), and is- 'constructed to a 
. horizo,ntal scale of 1 to 600 and a vertical scale of 
1 tci. 120. The pro..'CJ lem areas in this reach of the rl ver 
. are · ·1n the vicinity o-f Y.ilee 62r =!:}~ and 57,, and wi 11 
be· discussed in more detail in a: following paragraph._ 
. This study alsOJ was eaneerned with the determination 
0,f the mo.et efficient and eecnom:ieal .p,lan for channel 
alignment to, eliminate a:r cq~·~derably reduce periodic 
· maintenanc-e dredging. The study has just been completed, 
and no "ark h~s been done ·on the river ae yet. 
Summary of Model ·studies 
The p1rec·eding paragraphs have deecri bed five 
model studies of troublesome . areas on the Middle Missie-
eippi River which have been undertaken recently at the 
' · 
U •. s·. Waterways Experiment Station. Before discussing 
the value o;f these studies,, we wi 11 consider the Swift-
eure Towhead model study in more detail, in order· to 
establish a more complete background for the understand-
ing and evaluation of such studies. 
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VI THE SVlIFTSURE TOWHEAD M)DEL f;TUDY 
History of the Problem Areas 
Thie portion of the river has always been 
troublesome; all of the features previously enurnerated 
as characterietic9 of troublesome areas of the Middle 
Mississippi River are found in these reac·hes; ..-
shifting, bed, wide channe_l with center shoals, side 
ehut ~e, _eaving banks, t;ind abnormal elopes. About 1927t 
a comprehensive system of .regulating works was started, 
and some of the trouble was cleared up; in 19,, the 
wo0ret spots were in the vicinity from Mile 59 to Mile 
57. In order to improve conditions in.this reach, a 
system of dikes very similar to that shown on the vicinity 
rnap was placed on the right bank from dike 59., to dike 
57 .9. Ho·wever, this system was not effective up to 
19?5, and in that year a considerable high wate~ passed 
down the river. When the water fell, the channel alignments 
were fou.nd to be very different from their former condition. 
Where up until thi_e time there was a well-defined crossing 
to the left bank at Mi le 61. 5, the channe 1 · now followed 
the right bank, joirdng ~he pool along the le~ bank at 
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about Mile 60 .. 5. · In the vicinity of Mile :9, a tremendous 
shoal O·ccupied the old channel-eit·e to the right of the 
center-bar, and what little ·::: bharmel there was followed 
along the left bank. Thie location was accepted by the 
engineers, and the channel along the left bank from Mile 
r:9 to Mile 57 was developed by d·redging. Another high-
water period in 19~6 reeul ted in additional shoaling in 
the vicinity o-f Mi le 62, Milf3 ';!}, and Mi le 57. Dredging 
was again reeo,rted. to., but a perf?ietent. tendency for 
shoaling erlefed in t ·he three vicinities just mentioned, 
and a mo.del study was requested in o·rder to determine the 
prop·er course to follow in developing a satisfactory 
channel alignment . through the troublesome reaches. 
The Present. Problems 
At the present time the Mississippi River fol-
lows the Illinois bank from Mile 66 to Mile 6~.5, at which 
point it croeeee to: the Missouri bank ( refer to Pie.ta 7). 
However, this crossing ie very unstable, ae ie also the 
next two-and-a-half miles, and this entire area is sub-
ject to shoaling. From r..,!ile 61 to· Mile ~ there is a good 
channel alcmg the revetted left bs.nk. Juet below Mi le :fJ 
a center-bo.r exists in mid-stream., which has p·revented the 
right-hank _dike system at this point from bec.oming complete-
ly effective •.. The loss of low-water flow through these dikes 
to t .he right of the center-bar causes shoals to develop in 
the navigation channel along the left bank just below Mile 
59. :At Uile 57 there is also an area which ie freouently 
shoaled. 
The ·.problems to be solved, then, as originally 
submitted included the ·derivation of suitable plans designed 
t ·o pr_oduce a et.abie · c·hannel of project dimensions through 
the troublesome reaches · at Mi lee- 62, 59, .. and. 57. After 
t ·he model study- was undertaken, a three-dike system on the 
left bank at Mile 57 was constructed in the river, and 
model indications were that these dikes would . soon eliminate 
the shoals at Mi le 57. 
The center-bar at Mi le 59 created somewhat : of-. a .: 
bottle-neck effect, resulting in reduced elopes through the 
reach from Mile 64 to Mile 60, and this was considered re-
eponeible, at least in part, for the tendency for shoaling 
ln this reach. Several plane were tested for the rectifi-
cation of the difficulties at Mile 59; theee included: 
several arrangmente of dikes in :··a left-bank dike system 
just below Mile 59; remo~al, by dredging, of the entire 
center-bar; and acceptance of the necessity of performing 
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p:eriodic maintenance dredging of small amount. 
Several pl'ans were considered for the reach at 
Mile 62; they included: (1) extension o.~ the right-bank 
dikes,, causing the channel to follow the I llinoia bank 
all the way through the reach (Mile· ~ to Mile 60); (2') 
additional dikes on the left bank from Mile . 6~ to Mile 
61'.5,, to develop the right-bank channel in this vicinity; 
( ~) possibility of opening blp this reac·h without dike con-
st ruction by . some change made at a downstream point ( re-
moval of the eenter-bar at Mile 59 for example); (4) dike 
exteneione or add it.ions, with or without over-contractiont 
from both banke in .this vicinity; and (5) over-contraction 
with low-water dikes. 
It must be remembered, also, that the various 
arrangements tried in each of. these localities might have · 
eoine effect on developments in the other locality. 'l'o re-
capitulat\ the problem to · be solved wae to determine the 
moat effective and economical plan o.f dike conetructioni: 
- ~ - - -·~ - - - - - - ~ ~ - - ~ - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - -
Over-contraction ie the term applied to the act· of extend-
ing dikes eo far into a river that the available widt~ of 
unobetrueted high-wate~ channel becomes lees than the legal-
ly specified distance between project limit lines for con-
traction works. 
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. and dredging :to e·reate and maintain a project channel 
through the troublesome reaches . at Mile 62 .and Mile ~ in 
t ·he vicinity of. Swifteure T'owhead. 
Type of Model 
It is obvious when consideration is given to. the 
p.urpoee ot the model study that the eeeenee . of this study 
was the simulation' ot bed-load movement, since relative 
develo.pmente in bed configurations with various plans in 
operation was the criterion by which the most favorable 
plan wa:e to be .det.ermined. The model wae, ther.efor,, ot .. 
the mova~le-~ed t11>e, wherein the. bed material forming 
the channel was tree to .move ~n simulation of bed-load 
movement in the p~ototype. The material used for the 
movable portion of the bed wae a proces'eed coal .with the 
fo _llowing properties: ep-eclfic gravity, 1. ~; mean grain 
diameter, 0.8 mm • 
. Area Reproduced in Madel 
In order t(? be certai-n. that prop,r tlow con-
ditions· would be eetabliehed above and below the problem 
areas, the model wae constructed to include the channel of 
the Mi e ei esippi River and the adjacent o:verbank area from 
Mile 67 .4 to Mile 51.2· above Cai.ro, I llinoie. · It can be 
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noted on Plate 7 that the model extended to the levee on 
t ·he Illiqoi.s bank and to the bluff line on the Missouri 
bank; this- wae necessary in order to be -~ertain that: thete 
. • 
would no.t · be any unnatural co:nstriction of flow, even at 
the highest stages. 
Seale Ratio-a, ·Mod'el to Prototype 
Preliminary computations made with many items in 
mind, such a_s economy, effects of di~tortion, movement of 
bed material, and accur·acy _ of results, led to the selection 
o·,f the following linear seale ratios: 
Horizontal scale ratio, model to prototype, l to 600 
Vertical scale ratio, model to prototype~ 1 to 120 
O:ther scale ratios were determined empirically, iri . accord-
ance · with stand.~rd practice atcthe Station. 
Construction of the Model 
The overbank area of the model wae molded in 
concrete to configurations e·.orresponding to the 1908 
survey of the Mississippi River. The channel area of the · 
model was molded in proceese_d coal to configurations 
corresponding to various recent suryeya; several different 
... 
channel configurations were used for molding during the 
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course of the · model study, as will be enumerated later, 
and provision r.a_s made to mold the bed to contours of any 
given hydro:graphi c survey by means of male temp lets. 
Model appurtenances· were in accordance with 
standard mode 1 practice; they can be seen in Photograph 8 
(Page 31), and included ( 1) a 90-degree V-notched weir to 
measure the ouantity of water rer.uired to reproduce water-
aurface elevations; (2) a tailgate at the downstream 
extremity of the rnodel, by means of which water-surface 
elevations were adjusted at. t he control gage; ( 3) repre-
sentation of all features affec·ting the flow of the water, 
such as the piers of the Cape Girardeau bridge, all dikes 
and hurdles in their prototype condition and location, 
and areas covered with willows and other trees or brush; 
( 4) curb rails extending along each eide of the channel, 
eet to a known eleva~ion and used in determining both 
horizontal and vertical channel meaeu~ements along the 
sounding ranees when molding or mapping the bed; and (5) 
point gages placed on the model in positions corresponding 
to the prototype locations for the U.S. Engineer gages at 
Moccasin Springe, Missouri, Devi le Ia b.nd, .Illinois, and 
Cape Girardeau, Missouri, used to determine the water 




General dew of the 11odel; orient with Plate 7 
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Gage-relation .curves for theee ·gages (shown .on Plate 2, 
Page ,,Q were . prepared from · gage readings c:overing a period 
of several months. All river bed areas and regions along 
the bank where rock in nature was known to exist were 
reproduc.ed with ~mall gtavel in the model. 
-Met hod of Operation 
The model was operated in the manner previously 
described_; that ie, . .the daily stage hydrograph of the·· c:ape 
Girardeau gage was redrawn· as a aeries of constant stages 
representing f'aith~lly in magnitude, duration, and sequence 
ail appreciable f'luc;·tuatione in t~e recorded hydrograph. 
A~erage .gag_e -. readings, .··taken fr.om gage rela~ions curves, 
were determin~d· on all ga.gee for each stage to be reproduced. 
Wat.er was measured .ow.er the V-nate.h weir as needed ·to produce 
the correct stages at the upstream end of the model, and 
stages wer·e controlled at the lower end by means of the 
tailgate. ( A tailgate is, in reality, a · variable ·.weir, 
and serves to represent the effect on_ stage and dis-charge 
of the entire ri11~r below the · model limits).. While reproduc -
ing the stage and discharge hydrograph, arrangements were 
made to . simulate at the proper time all pro~otype activ-
ities; this included suc,h items ae: (1) dredgi_ng, performed 
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by means of a small metal scoop manipUlated in proper 
locations determined by means of the template ranges, 
the dredged material being measured in -~ small graduated 
container and then spoiled as in the river; (2) dike 
construction, dikes being represented by means of fabri-
cated 4-meeh hardware cloth, which simulates very closely 
the computed percentage of p·ermeability of the type of 
pile dike const.ruction found· on the river; (~) ·caving 
banks,. simulated by means of a 9-to-l mixture of coal and 
p1aeter· of Paris, 1:1sing manual erosion to produee the proper 
rates of caving; and (4) bank revetment, represented by 
meana of removable eoncrete blocks ~n cases v1here the bank 
line was altered ·at the time the revetment was placed • . 
Adjustment and Verification· 
As previously stated, the principles of verifi-
cation muet be applied to a model before ma.king tests . of 
proposed plane. In the case of the S wi:rtsure Towhead 
model, the period from July 17, 19'6, to May 17, 19~, 
was selected as the verification period. The bed · wae 
shaped to represent the configurations .recorded on a 
hydrographic survey of ~hr:: river made in July~ · · 19;6, and 
all dikee, bank linee, and eimlar features were represented' 
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according to their condi.tions at that time. The recorded . 
stage and aiseharge hydrograph of the Mississippi River at 
-Cape Girardeau, Missouri,· for th~ period specified above 
wa~ then reproduc·ed in the model, malcing representation 
of all significant prototype activities. at the proper time; 
refer to Plate · 3, Page .55, for illustration of the verifi-
cation hydro:graph. . After . completing thie operation, the 
model bed was mapped . (elevations of the bed were determined 
along ~the -sounding . rang~a· and translated to prototype . ouanti-
ties by means of the·· ·vertic·al scale rati.o), and the config-
urat ione of thi~ ' map .were compared with the .configurations 
recorded ori the river survey made in May, 19,7. 
It was necessary, of course, to make a number of 
. adjustment rune, in. which many. factors were manipulated' 
more-or-less by trial-and error~ but based on the proeedure 
f'ollo:wed in similar previous s~udies, until eatief"actory 
operation ·was established f the items . considered during the 
adjustment phase of the study were as' enume.!ated . on Pages 
· ,;- to 41. Considerable time . and · study were required to 
aeco-mplish .these ·adjustments, but a sueceeeful verifi-
cation test · was eventually obtained and pro:per operating 
conditions were eetaoliehed. Comparison of the bed ._ con-
figure.ti one of the mode 1 with the configurations · 
of the nature · survey- showed close agreement, · both qua lit-
. t .atively and ruantitatively. The model wae eaid to be 
verified, and by- inductive reasoning it wae assumed that . 
if the model could reproduce what had happened in the paet 
.then it would seem reasonable to believe that it could 
sha,w what would happen iri the future. 
Teets of Existing Works 
Before making any studies of proposed improvement 
plans, the .model was op.erated with only the existing works 
. in place·; this SO~·alled 11 base" teat ;:Wae made to ·determine 
the ultimate effects of existing works~ and the results .or 
thie teet were ueed· ·as a etanda·rd to which the results 
of other teete could be compared. 
This.test wae made by molding the bed . to the 
tield survey of July, 19,7, and then making · eucceeeive 
applications · oft he 19~5 stage and . die-charge hydrograph 
recorded at the ".(Jape Girardeau gage. This hydrogr·~ph · was 
eeleeted beeauee it repr~eented a typ~cal water-year of a 
critical type; it contained a high-water period of eonsid-
erab le ma~nitude and also a low-water eeaeon of appreciable 
duration. The plan of operation was to reproduce several 
eyclee of this hvdrograph, map9ing the bed aft.er each cycle, 
and performing maintenance dredging as was found neef::ssary; 
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a sufficient number of eyclea was run that .bed conditions 
became more-o:r-less stable and the ultimate channel align-
ment wae developed. 
As would be expected, the base test sho·wed that 
ca-nsiderable maintenance dredging would be required to 
maintain a channel of project dimensions through the 
troublesome areas near Mile 62 a.rid Mile rs;. 
Testa of Prapoeed'!mprovement Plans 
It is neither practie·able nor necessary to go 
into a discuss-ion of. all the plane tested in this model 
study. Alto·gether, there were nine ·different plane tested, 
with varying degrees of eucceee o-r failure o,bserved with the 
. varf oue plans i .n operation. These plane included various 
dike alignments·, and the investigation of the effects of 
corrective dredging and bank realignment, and other features, 
operating both singly and in combination. In the f'ollo-wing 
p·aragraphs, the features of one or two of the plans· will 
be outlined briefly. 
Removal of Center-bar at Mile =9 
One item pointed out in the discussion of ·the 
problem areas was the.belief that the center-bar below 
Mile':!} (refer to Plate 7) _ created a bottle-neck effect, 
and that if this constriction wae removed there might be 
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e\.tf'ficient increase in elopes through the reach from Mi le 64 
t :o Mile 60 to: result in the elimination of the shoal condi-
. ' . 
tion in this area without recourse to additional regula~ing 
worke in that vicinity. If thie- plan wa.e_.to -be succesful,." 
it ~ue·t not only eliminate the tendency for shoaling from . 
. . . 
Mile 64 to Mi le 60, but must als·o result in favors.Ile eon-
ditione just below Mile 59 and must not have any .detrimental-
effects near Mile 57 o.r elsewhere. 
·As the work -of dredging away · the .center~bar e·ould:. 
not. have been done.: on the river unti 1 19;8, and- since · one· 
c.-ye le of operation ·. ~~e ro_ughly an approximation of one ye~r 
in the prot;otype,. . it ·~as -decided to .make one. reproduction_· or_-·· 
the hydrograph _wit~ ·a,xieting_ eon~itions ( r-epresenting .. roughly . 
t .he period fr?m .·19~7 to_ 19~, as all tests eta.rted .with· the: c 
configurations .. of the 19~7 euney) before removing the cen- · 
ter-bar. After ·t .hie cycle or" · operation had been\ complete~~ 
the model bed •as ~apped, and , the _area to . be _ dredged was · 
laid out, first· on the map and· then in · the model. ·The con- .· 
figurations of the bel and the ·um1t·~·-or the proposed dredge 
cut are shown on Plate 8, . and the. accompanying photograph 
------ ·-------- · --------------
The eoundinge on thi e and . succeeding maps . are re~erred to 
the low-water reference plane (L.W.R.P.); -the 9-foot ehannel 
previouely referred to is .to .be 9 feet below this plane. 
The colo.r echeme used on t'hese maps a.a an aid in visualizing 
channel depths ia in accordance with the following legend: 
c:::::::j · Area above lo.w-water reference plane 
~ Area between O feet and 9 feet below L. W.R.P.· 
....i. · Area between 9 feet and 20 feet bei"ow . L.W.R.P. 
~ 'Area more than 20 feet below L.W.R~P. 
eha,ws the limits . of the · dredge cut aa located in the 
model prior to dredging. The area indicated was ·dredged 
away, a total of 7, ;60, 000 cubic y~rde of m~teria.1 bei~g 
removed. The bed was mapped again int~ediately after 
making the dredge cut· ( see Plate 9) in. order to _show the 
dispoe-ition of the spoil and to have a record . of the initial 
condition ·.of the bed for comparison to later. maps. 
Thie plan did not develop satisfactorily. An 
. increased elope and an increase in bed-load _movement · -.·ere 
observed in ·the · reach from Mile 64 to Mi.le 61, but the 
sho-a"i condition persisted even af'ter four applicati?ns 
of the hydrograph. · Furthermore, there was a di~tinct 
tendency for the dredged area below Mile · 59 to· become shoal 
~g~in; this was apparent after o~ly one a'pplication of the 
hydrograph ( see Plate 10), and was much wo,ree art er four 
·eye lee of operation ( see Plate 11). 
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TYpical Test of Proposed Dike Realignment 
s ·everal of the plane teated involved only the con-
etruction of additio:nal regulating wo·rke and the performance 
o;f such periodic .. maintenance dredging S.:S" ·might be required to 
maintain the channel until the new dike ·systems became effee-
t.ive enough to eliminate the need for dredging. Although 
la:gic and judgment were applied to the determination of the 
. . 
varioue .dike alignments eeleeted for study, yet even so there 
were some alignments which failed to ·develop a channel of 
projec·t dimensions .in spite o.f their favorable appearance on 
paper. However, negative results are just as valuable in 
many cases as are positive results; furthermore, this proves 
the point p,reviouely advanced that, granting that the accu-
racy of the reeul ts o:btained from the model has been estab-
lished, the model will demonstrate whether a plan is to be a 
euceeee or a failure in a manner not to be equalled by paper 
!JOrk of any sort. 
One of the plans teated included a number ~of short 
dikes (400 to 800 feet in length) along the left ~ank between 
dikee 6:?.6 L and 61.5 L ( refer to Plate. 7) and short exten~ _ 
eione to the dikes in the existing right-bank dike system 
from dike 6~.4 R to .dike 61.5 R. Thie plan gave eatisfac-
tory teeulte; at the ~nd of the first cyele ~f operation 
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there was a channel o.f pro.ject dimensions thrc;>ughout the 
reach fro.m rale 64 to. Mile 61., and thie channel developed 
in depth and width throughout the duratio·n o,f the test . with-
out t~e necessity of performing any maintenance dredging. 
However., the plan was· 01bjectionable from the eco'.nomic stand-
po.int, as it invo·lved the construction of several thousand 
·linear feet a,f dike. Accordingly, a new alignment was drawn 
up with:·thie plan ae a basis; by shifting the alignment about 
400 feet to the left ( toward the Illinois bank; refer to 
Plat-e 7) it was possible to utilize the baM of the river., 
which is revetted in this locality., in lieu o.f the dikes 
built along this bank in the previouf teet. The same channel 
vddth as in the previous teat we.a maintained by increasing 
the lengths o:f the extensions on the right-bank dikes by 
about 400 feet; as the dikes on the right bank are not as 
numerous as those built along the left bank~ a considerable 
saving in the total linear feet of dike construction was 
effected in this plan as compared to the previous plan. 
Thie p-lan had the appearance on paper o·f being just as 
successful ae the previous plan, but the model indications 
when this plan was teated were that it would fail utterly 
to develop a channel, whereas the previous plan produced 
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eminently goad results. 
The develo·pmente in model bed co·nfigurations with 
the plan just described in place in the model can be followed 
through on Plates 12 to· 15, which ehow the co·ndi tion o·f the 
bed after one, two, three, and four ·cycles of operation. 
These .plates will serve as an illustration of many general 
features o,,f the application of maps to the presentation of 
results,. as well as depicting the results of this particular 
test. Without going into any- great detail, let it. be stated 
that the following general features can be noted on the ma.pa: 
(1) method of noting location of dredge cut and spoil area; 
( 2) no.tee giving detai la regarding dredge cute.; ( ;) . means 
used (bright ca,lor) to emphasize proposed regulating works; 
(4) colo.r sche:ne ehowing channel depths; (5) identification 
pla.c·ed on map; · and ( 6) eta.tement of features of test. In 
examining thee& p·latea with the test under discussion in 
mind, no;te the fa·llowing additional features: ( 1) the fail-
ure to develop, a channel · of projec·t .depths in the _vicinity 
o:f Mile 62; and ( 2) the dike system teated and the develop-
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PLATE 15 
Troublesome Area at Mile 57 
Another thing to be no,ticed on Plate a 12 to 15 is 
· the deep hole just off the ends of the left-bank dikes 
in the vicinity o·.f Mile 57. As stated in· the discussion of 
problem areas., a great deal of di ffi cul ty 1,as encountered in 
the past in maintaining a channel of project dimensions ln 
this vicinity. Fo .. r example., during the veri.fication period 
( July, 19~, to May~ 19;7) no less than nine dredge· cute 
·were made in this vi.cinfty on the riv·er., and , were; ,of course, 
simulated in the ,model during the verification test; notwi th-
etanding this.,. however, the channel was nearly blocked at the 
time o.f the river survey of !fay.,. 1937, and an excellent ver-
i ficatio:n af this condition was · obtained in the model, ae can 
be seen in Figure 19 on the next page. In June of 1937, two . 
eha.rt dikes were constructed on the river just upstream from 
the existing dike 57.3 L. Although it had been originally 
p lan_ned to test these dikes in the model before proceeding 
with construction in .the field, the situation became so wor-
ryeome that it was decided beat to proceed with 'eonetruction 
on the river a.nd then later on let the model indicate the · 
probable results to be obtained with the dikes in place. 
Since the model is made to reproduce condi tio·ne 





these two new ·dikea have been included in the representation 
of .existing regulating wo,rks during all of the plans .tested. 
I .n ·a.very case, these dikes- hs.ve indicated. ( see Figure 20 on 
the preeediiig p.age) that no; further lnaintenance dredging will 
be required· in this vicinity; in fact, if anything the dikes 
could have been constructed not ·so long and still have been 
euffici.ently effect! v·e, although this ie merely a matter of 
conjecture and hae not been teated in th~ model because it is 
just as expensive to remove dikes as it is to construct them; 
and as long as no detrimental effe eta . are noted with 
the dikes ·at their present length they would not be shortened 
an the river. This ie a caee of the· model serving to verify 
the results expected from work done on the river prior to 
testing in the modet. 
Test of Bank Realignment 
One of the proposed plane was baaed on the assump-
tion that the entire alignment in the reach from Mi le 66 to 
· Mi le 61 eould be considerably improved by realigning the 
I llinoi e Bank from dike 64.5 L to· dike 62. 9 L ( refer to 
Plate 7), mo·ving the channel tc,. the left a ma.ximt.tn distance 
of 700 feet near dike 63.6 L. As can be .noted in Figure 21, 
I 
there is a high bar jutting out into the channel in this 
Figur~ 21 
Photographa of Banlc Realignment Study 
These pho;tographe eha,w the existing and prop·os~ti eon-
di tions of the left ban.~ in the reach from Mi le 64 to Mi le 
62 •. 9; t.he followine features can be noted: 
Figure ·21 No;te the high bar jutting out into the channel 
between the third and fifth dikes on _; t he left bank. 
Figure 22 Note the realignment of the left bank below dike 
64.0 Las compared to Figure ~l. Note also the 
oar bui 1 t up a long the right bank. 
Figure 2, The location of the. proposed limi ~ line _is shown; 
note ho:w the dikes have been shortened back to 
thie line. 
Figure 24 Note the steeper elopes on the realigned left 
bank; in this test the baruc was revetted. 
Figure 25 Note the new left-ban.~ dike alignment and the 







vicinity·,, and ·the proposed plan was to remove . one-half o:f 
this bar, thus giving the channel a smooth alignment along 
· the left bank. 
The plan was first teated by simply removing the 
O'Uter ends of the left-bank dikes back to the proposed limit 
line and allowing the bank to erode back to thie line by the 
natural ecouring action of the water. Thie was not a satie--
factory . procedure; by · the end o,f the fifth eye le of operation 
the bank had eroded barely to the limit line (see Figures 22 
and · 2~ on page 82), and a channel was only then begirming to 
develop do,wn the left bank. Even after seven cycles of oper-
ation a channel of project dimensions did not extend entirely 
through the troub leeome reach in the vi. cini ty of Mi le 62. 
It was decided to repeat this teat, but ~1th cer-
tain modifications from the preceding test; the left bank 
from Mi le 64 to:- Mi le 62.9 wae to be dredged away at the start 
o,f the test and the bank revetted along the proposed limit 
line; thie would immediately provide a channel of project 
dimensions ·along the ·:~eft ban.~ to a point just ,·below Mi le 6,, 
and i.t was desired to· 4etermine whether the area below( (Mile 
62; • . 5 to, Mlle 61.5) would develo,p satisfactorily with the 
added impetus provided ab.ova. Before-and after-dredging maps 
of model bed configuratians are presented on Plates 16 and 17, 
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PLATE 17 
-re'irpectively~ _and0·,eerve ae typical as' well as· ;specific illus--
tratio,na o.,f the. manner 0;t ·earrying out _ a ·program similar _ to 
the' one outlined .·above • . . The- before;,..;dredging -survey.·shows 
the· bed , configurations- pri~r to :doing ariy of ·the work; the . 
a~ea. proposed '. to· be :· dredged is "first ' iaid out on thi~ sheet 
and then -loe-ated -in -the model. - After_ makfng ~the d~edge c.~~ 
· -- _ was 
_another. map -( Plate -17) .-4&- made, showing the dredged -- channel,-
revetted bank, dike removal, -· and dispo·sition of .:spoil~ 
Thie· ,test. gave satisfactory results in 'the Vicinity 
from Mile __ 64 to Mile ~2.5 ( ~ee Figures 24 and -25 on page 8,); 
'b.ut a project channel wae not obtained near ·Mile 62·; con-
eider-ing the economic aepeet · of the· ,.plan in -relation t .o its 
etfectiveness, tht( plan would : :riot be . considered euc·ceesful., 
· Review of Plane Tested "near Mile 62 
: As po'~ljted out in the -di ecueeion of probtem areas, -_-. 
the reach from Mile 64- to Mile 61 -i~ particul~riy trouble~ _ -· 
:some, with the greatest tendency· for ·shoaling ln ~li..e vicinity 
of Mi.le 62. _ M'aet ·at_· the pla.ne ':tested. were "concent~ated on :, 
the .impro11ement of condition~ in t "hie, area, : a~: varyi.ng de~ -
-greee OJf ·aucces·e wer.e attained • . Figure 26 on page 86_ is :a, 
view "o.f . --~c:mditions in this· vicinity, taken a_t the conclusion 
of the base ·teet, and shows thepereisterit eho_al ._ condition 




shows the develas1ment -o,f ·this area with one o,f the .more 
successful prop!sed dike alignments in plaee. A good idea 
O·f the· various · alignments tested in this· vicinity . c·an . be ob~ 
t .ained from comparison of Figures 28 to ,6 on pages . 88 . to "9-2. 
Review of Plans Tested near Mile':!} 
It is impossible in this paper to g_o int~ deta.~l 
in regard to, the dike systems tested . and th~ results o-btained 
in the Vicinity of Mi le ~ i . 1?-~,~v#., _:tre : V_ari'ous plans" --tea~e,t 
are illustrated in Figures · ;7 t :~:>: -45 on pages 9; to 97. · Note 
that ·some of t .hese p1ans,. involved work .on the _ right ba1*~ 
away from the channel; ·,tl_le:: p:4r.p~o·e·e here j1ae to e.f:feet :the 
,_,; : .,. , ... _. . ,• . · -.. , . .. , 
closure o.f the gut througlf~the: right-bank dikee, .: .sin~e:i, .as . 
was stated in the diecuesrcm:.'0,f ' p;robl:em .areae, ... it .. wa.e. b.e;.. 
lieved that the lass _of;."low-wate'r ··fldw~hrough :· t~~.se :'di~e'e\ 
( see Figures 37 and 38) was re aponei b le, at least in part, 
for the shoaling of the channel near the left bank ·below 
Mile r::IJ. Na, plan was discovered which would completely . 
eliminate the necessity for.periodic ~aintenance dredging 
in thle vicinity, but the arrangewen~ shown in Figure 45 
reduced the dredging reouired to a very small amount as 
compared to previous requirements. 
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Figure 28 
Pictorial Summary of Plane Tested near Mile 62 
Figure 28., abo.ve, is a view looking upstream 
from Mile 61 and ehowe the existing regulating works 
in the troublesome reach from r.a le 64 to· t!ile 61. 
FLgures 29 to ;6 show the various arrange-
ments of proposed regulating works for this reach as 















View looking downstream toward center-bur at Mile 
59; note lass a·f flo,w to- right· of center-bar. 
On the OJther photographs showing the vicinity 









is · a general view of the model showing .. the vici-
nity o.f Mile ~ in_ i te -existing co.ndi ti6n.. · 
e·howe the developments in this vic·tni::ty_;:.s..;t.. ·~he 
end of the base test;: the indieatidn is that in 
time the gut to: the right bank wi 11 fill in •. 
eho,we that more fi 11 would be caused by a lef't-
bank dike system. . 
ie a elo.,se-up o.f the prop9eed three-dike system 
on the left bank ae · eho,wn in Fieure 40. 
shows the. testing of · a proposed dike ~system 
similar to the one in Figure 41, but with all 
o.f the dikes shortened . somewhat. 
shows a plan in_ which the gut to the right bank 
was blocked with a sand dike. · 
shows a study o,f the effecti veneee of trail dlkee 
in preventihg the loes ·o,f low-water flow to the 
right o:f the center-bar. 
shows a two-dik:e system undergoing test; this 
was the most satisfactory arrangement te~ted 














VII SIDvi{ARY OF APPLICATION OF MJDELS TO PROBLEMS 
The application of small-ecale, mo,vable-bed river 
models to, the pr_ob leme of determining the best plan ·or chan-
nel imp·rovement ·fa,r navigation in certain troublesome reaches 
of ·the Middle Mississippi River has been described both in 
gener_al and in aome · detail in the preceding p-aragraphsj it is 
now necessary to summarize . the materlal contained in these 
paragraphs in o-rder that the· significance of the fae.te pre-
sented c-an be p,rop·erly appreciated. 
· The five ~tudies just discussed were made for 
reaches of_ the ~fiddle Mieef ssippi wherein th~ moat · baffling 
situations were involved; the inability- of -~he engineers to; 
determine the beat plan ( ar, perhaps, any- successful plan) 
fat channel improvement in these reaches wae the principal 
reason for making these model studies. Although past exper-
iencee and mathematie·ai formulae can be applied in dealing 
with most o.f the areas which require · impro·vement wGrks, there 
are a few reaches, such ae tha,ae dealt with herein, for which 
a solution o.f the difficulties caimot be obtained by any ra-
tio,nal means. T'hie is the p:rovin~~ of model _experimentationj 
specific- situations not capable of solution by generalized 
pra.cedures are hand led in an efficient and satisfactory manner. 
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By means of the five model etudi es just discussed, 
it wae P'Oesible i'n eac-h ease to make an acc.urate determina.i.,i 
tion of the relative effectiveness o.f all of the plane pro-
pa,sed fa.r the alleviation of the respective difficulties~ 
and to develop and examine new p;lans. ·While the results ob-
tained are naturally subject to the limitations of accuracy 
inherently present in a distorted, small-scale model, yet it 
is a fact that the model pre4tctio,na of the probable success 
' . . 
a,r failure o.f the ~ariaus plane ·teated are much more accurate 
p,redi ctions t-hs.n those obtained by any other means. Suf'fi-
cient -evidence ie at · hand to definitely establish the relia-
bility o.f the results obtained fro!!l such studies, and there 
are many cases on .recard in which prototype developments have 
be~~ in close agreement with model predictions. 
The value of model studies. such as those ·described 
in this paper is unqu€stionably great; just how great can 
beet be judged by numerous records . of past experime?ts. Aside 
from the readily apparent practical value ·or ~heee studies,'-
there is a lea. 'the economic aspect of the . situation to be con-
sidered. It has been estimated that the eoet of a model study 
I 
will amount to about z( o,f the total cost of a p,roject, and 
man.y cases are ~n record in which even as much as~ of the 
estimated coat of .the project was eaved by elimination or re-
50356 
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finem.ent of certain features of the originally proposed de-
sign,, such changes being baaed on the results of model studies. 
With the above considerations. i.n mind, the .utility 
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